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ABSTRACT

While videoconferencing has been available for years, tools for

distributed creative collaboration such as brainstorming have not

yet reached professional use. Unlike regular conferencing, brain-

storming relies on information exchange across multiple channels

in shared task and communication spaces. If a participant joins a

facilitated brainstorming session remotely through his/her mobile

device, perceiving these spaces is challenging. By proposing an

immersive environment for the remote participant, this tech note

addresses how to provide him/her a stronger engagement. O�ered

as a client application for the remote participant’s tablet device, it

enables him/her to see all channels and select which one to inter-

act with. Our proof-of-concept client allows us to examine how

this immersive environment for distributed creative collaboration

can provide the remote participant with an increased engagement.
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1 MOTIVATION

Distributed creative collaboration, such as brainstorming, is an es-

tablished way to generate ideas and handle problems e�ciently.

However, teams are o�en distributed so that remote participants
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either need to travel or use o�-the-shelf video conferencing. In

the la�er situation, the collaborative workspace can be subdivided

into two complementary spaces [Kunz et al. 2014]. First, in the

task space, participants interact with physical and digital artifacts

using touch- or (deictic) gesture input. Second, in the communi-

cation space, participants use verbal or body language [Nicolas

2012]. �ese two spaces need to be captured, aligned, transferred,

and presented to the remote participant. �eir synchronous align-

ment is key; for instance, task space gestures must be presented

in correct relationship to the task space artifacts [Kirk et al. 2007;

Kirk and Stanton Fraser 2006]. To this end, videoconferencing does

not allow for a more immersive integration of mobile participants

into a facilitated brainstorming session, since important commu-

nication channels are not transferred properly or are completely

missing. Many videoconferencing systems are capable of transfer-

ring the task space and a video signal from the persons interacting

with it. On the remote side, these two information streams are

displayed in separate windows, which destroys the spatial correla-

tion between these two channels. Moreover, separate windows are

still di�cult to display onmobile devices and do not o�er su�cient

resolution to clearly show the content. Consequently, videoconfer-

encing with mobile devices is frequently regarded as useless and

people prefer traveling instead.

In this paper, we introduce a concept to transfer and display

all information channels correctly, also integrating the collocated

group, the communication channel, and the facilitator as impor-

tant sources of information. Our work is motivated by a growing

interest in 360◦ cameras. For instance, while Polycom o�ers the

RealPresence Centro [Polycom 2017] capturing everyone in the

meeting room, their system requires a dedicated camera. Aiming

for a low-cost meeting rooms solution while leveraging a mobile

device camera, we make use of a low-cost Kogeto Dot 360◦ camera

lens (Figure 2). Our setup leverages the wide-spread adoption of

mobile devices for easier acquisition of the system. Besides, the

design choice of placing the tablet equipped with a 360-lens on a

table makes the system usable in any meeting room environment.

2 RELATED WORK

�e importance of transferring task and communication spaces to

the remote participant was addressed by Krueger [Krueger 1983]

who introduced a system allowing the remote participant to see,
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but not interact with, the shared task space. To allow for a collabo-

rative workspace, Tang &Minneman [Tang and Minneman 1991a]

introduced VideoDraw. It allowed drawing on the screen, which

was captured by a camera and transferred to the remote side. It was

the �rst system which transferred task and communication spaces

correctly. Since the interaction space was limited, the authors later

introduced VideoWhiteboard [Tang and Minneman 1991b]. It had

a rear-projection screen where users were captured through the

screen, resulting in a shadow as representation of the communi-

cation space. Commune used two transparent digitizing boards

mounted on top of a screen [Bly and Minneman 1990]. Instead of

capturing the hand, users could make gestures and add marks us-

ing the tablet’s stylus. Ishii et al. [Ishii and Kobayashi 1992] in-

troduced ClearBoard, which allowed keeping eye contact in the

communication space while drawing on the interactive surface in

the task space. �e system by Sto�s et al. [Sto�s et al. 2003] ac-

quired each user’s face and displayed it on the collaborative task

space. To share a personal task space with a remote participant,

Wellner presented DigitalDesk [Wellner 1993] and Double Digi-

talDesk [Wellner and Freeman 1993]. Using a projector and a cam-

era mounted above a regular desktop, digital artifacts were su-

perimposed over real objects, while the user’s pointing gestures

were captured by the camera. Hand gestures of users interacting

with a digital whiteboard were captured by a camera within the

VideoArms system [Tang et al. 2004, 2006]. Finally, a shared edit-

ing of a common whiteboard with a video overlay was introduced

with the CollaBoard system [Kunz et al. 2010; Nescher and Kunz

2011].

However, none of these systems was able to o�er the remote

participant an immersive environment showing the collaborative

task space together with the facilitator and the collocated team

members. �is paper introduces preliminary work towards an im-

mersive environment that will allow the remote participant to bet-

ter participate in the meeting.

3 CONCEPT FOR IMMERSIVE
COLLABORATION

In our approach, we preserve the spatial distribution of informa-

tion, as it could for example stem from multiple whiteboards in

the room. Moreover, studies show that it is also important for the

remote participant to see the collocated team to gain a be�er un-

derstanding of the ongoing discussion. Figure 1 shows how the

proposed system should thus enable the remote participant to see:

• the common whiteboard from the position of the collo-

cated team (view 1),

• the collocated team from the facilitator’s position (view 4),

• the whiteboard without the facilitator obstructing it,

• the facilitator and his/her deictic gestures,

• additional information screens (views 2 and 3).

While this could be solved in principle by streaming four videos

for the di�erent orientations in a room, the remote participant

could not see all these streams on a mobile device such as a tablet,

due to its small screen and limited CPU/GPU performance. We

thus propose a single stream setup, as shown in Figure 1.

An image sensor of a tablet in the middle of the table captures

a 360◦ video, from which mainly view 1 (the facilitator and the

Figure 1: Setup of the immersive collaboration system.

Figure 2: A normal tablet with a 360-degree lens (here:

Kogeto Dot 360 lens) attached on the front-facing camera.

whiteboard) and view 2 (the collocated team) are relevant. If neces-

sary, views 3 and 4 could also show additional information spaces.

While this panoramic video would already be su�cient to trans-

fer the spatial situation in the meeting room to the remote partic-

ipant, it does not allow any interaction by the remote participant,

e.g. changing the content of the whiteboard. Moreover, in the raw

video stream the facilitator’s body might also block regions of the

whiteboard, or the content itself might not have su�cient resolu-

tion to be clearly readable by the remote participant.

To overcome these shortcomings for the remote participant, we

additionally capture the facilitator’s pose and deictic gestures by

a Kinect depth camera. �e captured data is then used to control

the position and behavior of an avatar to represent the facilitator.

We also reconstruct a virtual whiteboard representing the content

of the real one. �e avatar and virtual whiteboard are then added

to the scene, replacing the real-life view 1. �e remote participant

is now able to fully navigate the content of the digital whiteboard,

and can also manipulate the moderator’s avatar (e.g. by fading it

out) to get an unobstructed view of the whiteboard. In order to

avoid the circular view of the panoramic video, the other views (2-

4) are mapped to a cube to resemble the typical shape of a room.

4 TECHNICAL SETUP

A tablet is equipped with a �sheye lens capturing the 360◦ video

of the room with the facilitator, the whiteboard and the collocated

team (Figure 2). It is placed on the table and the video stream is

then transferred to the remote participant (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Remote participant client application: Panoramic videowith indicatedmapping separators (corners of the real room).

Figure 4: Remote participant client application: Panoramic

image captured by the 360◦ lens.

On the remote participant’s tablet, this panoramic video is then

used to build a virtual room, i.e. the video segments (Figure 3) are

a�ached to the walls of a cubic virtual room to increase the spatial

awareness of the remote participant. However, since the content

of the whiteboardmight no longer be readable to the remote partic-

ipant, the video stream on that wall (Figure 3, center) is replaced

by the content of the digital whiteboard (Figure 4). �e video is

evenly divided into four segments and mapped on four walls of

the virtual room. �e ceiling and �oor of the room are synthesized

by blending together the top and bo�om 20% of the four walls to

create visual coherence. �e virtual whiteboard is overlaid on the

top of the screen and the virtual avatar is also placed at the location

of the facilitator.

However, this comes at the cost of losing all non-verbal commu-

nication elements of the facilitator, such as deictic gestures that

are very important in group meetings. To solve this, an avatar is

placed in front of the virtual whiteboard. �e appearance of the

avatar is synthesized from the appearance features of the facilita-

tor extracted from Kinect data such as height, hair color and cloth-

ing colors. �e synthetization is performed only once for each user

when he/she �rst interacts with the whiteboard. In terms of behav-

iors, this avatar is animated by the tracking signals stemming from

the Kinect sensor. While the avatar might not look as realistic as

a video image, its posture and pointing gestures correctly match

those of the real facilitator (Figure 5). Since in virtual reality be-

havioral realism has a stronger e�ect than appearance realism to

the anthropomorphic perception of users [Seyama and Nagayama

2007], we consider this visualization approach not problematic to

users’ perceptions, especially on relatively small-sized devices like

tablets. In addition, this visualization approach will require less

Figure 5: Remote participant client application: Avatar in

front of the virtual whiteboard.

Figure 6: Remote participant client application: Interaction

capabilities ‘swiping’ (le�) and ‘pinching’ (right).

bandwidth to transmit the up-to-date movement of the facilitator

compared to sending the whole Kinect point cloud, since the sys-

tem just needs to send the positions of the avatar’s skeleton joints.

�is results in smaller latency and information loss, hence it is es-

pecially bene�cial for mobile devices, where the internet connec-

tion is not reliable.

Further, the remote participant is able to control his/her view in

the virtual meeting room by horizontally swiping on the tablet’s

screen. �e system also supports pinching in order to zoom into

the virtual environment (Figure 6). With these gestures, the re-

mote participant can change the viewing perspective to see both

the virtual whiteboard with the facilitator (avatar) as well as some

collocated team members (Figure 7). By pressing the bu�on ‘TO

THROUGH-GLASS VIEW’ on the bo�om le� corner, users can

switch to ‘Writing-on-glass’ view (similar to themetaphor of Clear-

Board), where the virtual whiteboard is not occluded by the facili-

tator. �e other collocated participants in the room are also shown

behind the screen to let the user be aware of their presence and ac-

tivities. To go back inside the room, the user needs to press the

bu�on ‘GO INSIDE ROOM’ on the bo�om right corner (Figure 8).
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Figure 7: Remote participant client application: A combina-

tion of views 1 and 4 showing the avatar of the facilitator

working at the whiteboard and a team member.

Figure 8: Remote participant client application: ‘Writing on

glass’ mode.

We adopted touch-based interaction for our concept instead of

utilizing VR headsets due to two main reasons. First, wearing a

VR headset is still not widely socially accepted in public places

(bus, train, station, airport, etc.), where users are very likely to

work remotely with their team. Second, as we are working on the

next stage of this concept, where remote users can interact on the

virtual whiteboard such as pointing or even drawing. Here, touch

input will be more precise and cause less arm fatigue than in-air

interactions in a virtual environment when wearing a VR headset.

5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced the proof-of-concept prototype of an immersive

remote participation in a collocated team meeting. In particular,

we focused on the correct spatial representation of information

and collocated team members, since this is an important factor for

the active participation of a remote participant. Integrating a vir-

tual whiteboard together with an avatar allows optimal use of the

screen size of the remote participant’s tablet in order to read the

content of the whiteboard. Since the remote participant can ac-

tively control the viewing direction, it is also possible for him/her

to see the collocated team during a discussion.

Using this improved prototype, future work will also address

the following research questions:

• Does the virtual collaboration help the remote participant

to be�er participate in a brainstorming meeting?

• Does the avatar have an equivalent or even be�er perfor-

mance in integrating the remote participant?

• Will the visibility of the collocated team help the remote

participant to be�er participate in ongoing discussions?

• Will the setup be able to transfer the spatial relationship of

information to the remote participant’s 2D output device?
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